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Unconventional Mesophases Formed by Condensed Vector Waves
in a Medium of Achiral Molecules
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A phenomenological theory that describes the phase transitions from a liquid of achiral molecu
the periodic antiferroelectric mesophases is presented. The transitions are shown to be driven
vector-wave condensation mechanism. Resulting ordered phases have the structure of a vecto
with linear, circular, or elliptic polarization. The phase diagram, the stability with respect to sp
modulation, and the behavior in an external field are discussed in relation with the recently disco
achiral antiferroelectric liquid crystals. [S0031-9007(98)08201-5]
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Prediction of the ferroelectric phase existence in ch
ral smectics [1], followed by the discovery of a variety
of ferro-, antiferro-, and ferrielectric mesophases [2,3] is
success of the application of symmetry arguments in liqu
crystal research. In the media formed bychiral molecules
the tilted smectic structurebecomes simultaneouslypo-
lar, which leads to a stronginduced ferroelectricity (or
antiferroelectricity) effect. The more general question o
whether the polar ordering could exist in a medium ofachi-
ral molecules has remained open for a long time, though
considerable effort, both experimental [4] and theoretic
[5], has been expended to prove the existence of fer
electricity in this system. The dipole interaction in con
ventional liquid crystals was considered to be too wea
to produce long-range polar ordering [6], the induced fe
roelectric effect is forbidden by the symmetry of achira
medium, and the induced antiferroelectricity was not di
cussed. However, recent progress in the synthesis of me
genic molecules with unconventional shape [7,8] result
in the discovery of new antiferroelectric phases in a m
dia formed by achiral molecules with bent cores (banana-
shaped molecules) [8–10]. In an external electric field
these phases show double hysteresis loops and high s
ration polarization. The common striking feature of th
new phases is theirchiral symmetry. In addition, these
phases are not miscible with any known mesophase. T
fact indicates that their structures should be complete
new. The structural models proposed after the first ser
of experiments use the notions well established forcon-
ventional liquid crystalsto explain the properties of the
new mesophases. Sekineet al. [11] used the analogy with
the helicoidal structure of the smectic-Cp (Sm-Cp) phase
in chiral smectics to take into account apparently circu
lar domains revealed by the texture analysis. The ty
of the thermodynamical instability, which can form tha
structure has not yet been advanced. Linket al. [10] con-
sidered the new phase to be also a classical smectic o
in which the chirality is induced by two distinct instabili-
ties of a hypothetical paraelectric structure. Both mode
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assume implicitly the existence of asmectic paraelectric
phasewhich should be stable between the antiferroele
tric phase and the isotropic liquid. However, at the sam
time x-ray diffraction and optical microscopy have show
the absence of the paraelectric Sm-A phase in the phase
sequence of the compounds under consideration: The
tiferroelectric phase condenses directly from the isotrop
liquid [8–12]. This essential point clearly distinguishe
the new phases from previously studied ferroelectric a
antiferroelectric analogs.

The aim of this Letter is to account for these particula
features and to propose a phenomenological model of
antiferroelectric phase formation in a system of achir
molecules assuming condensation of a vector wave direc
from the isotropic liquid. We show that three distinc
phases stabilized by this mechanism have the “condensed
wave” structure of linear, circular, and elliptic polarization
respectively (Fig. 1). The “waves” polarized circularly o
elliptically have chiral symmetry, though in these phas
the domains of opposite chirality are energetically equiv
lent and coexist at the same temperature. The structure
the phase with linear wave polarization is achiral. The u
conventional mesophase formation mechanism, which
propose, is fundamentally different with respect to exis
ing mechanisms of liquid crystal formation, namely, thos
of the liquid to nematic or liquid to smectic phase trans
tions. The situation is reminiscent of that in the theo
of high-Tc superconductors, where the classicals-pairing
mechanism was replaced by the anisotropicdx22y2-wave
pairing [13]. Following the analogy between superco
ductors and liquid crystals developed by de Gennes [1
s-pairing is equivalent to the condensation of ascalar
density waver  jcjeisk?r1fd 1 c.c., which is respon-
sible for the transition into the Sm-A phase. The order
parameter (OP) components for this transition are the co
plex wave amplitudesc  jcjeif and cp  jcje2if.
Along the same line, the order parameter of thevector
wavecondensate proposed in this Letter is perfectly is
morphous to the OP of the anisotropicd-wave pairingin a
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Condensed wave antiferroelectric structures wi
(a) circularC, (b) elliptic EL, and (c) linearR polarization.

two-dimensional superconductor which stabilizes thre
distinct superconducting phases [15]. This analogy ope
up the possibility to use numerous results of thed-wave
superconductivity theory for the understanding of th
proposed unconventional periodic mesophases, name
the number and the type of phases, phase diagram, crit
behavior, vortexlike defects, mixed twist-grain-boundar
(TGB)-like states, etc.

The formation of an antiferroelectric phase with loca
polarization perpendicular to the wave vector of the stru
ture is driven by the condensation of a transverse po
wavePsrd:

Pszd  exfpx cosskz 1 wxdg 1 eyfpy cosskz 1 wydg ,
(1)

where thez axis is chosen along the wave vectork, px

andpy are the components of the wave amplitude,wx and
wy are the initial phases, andex andey are the unit vec-
tors in the plane perpendicular to the wave vector. Th
combinationsh1  pxeiwx 2 ipyeiwy , h2  pxe2iwx 2

ipye2iwy , h
p
1 and h

p
2 of the complex wave amplitudes

span four components of the irreducible representati
of the liquid state Euclidean symmetry groupOs3d 3 R3
and represent the OP componentsh1  jh1jeiw1 , h2 
jh2jeiw2 . The transformation properties of the OP com
ponents’ permit to calculate the effective free energy ass
ciated with the antiferroelectric phase formation depen
only on two invariants:I1  h1h

p
1 1 h2h

p
2 ; jh1j
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jh2j
2 andI2  h1h

p
1h2h

p
2 ; jh1j

2jh2j
2:

F  a0sT 2 TcdI1 1 a2I2
1 1 b1I2 1 b2I2

2 1 . . . .
(2)

Minimization of the free energy with respect to the OP
components provides four stable states: (I) the high sym
metry liquid phase denotedL when jh1j  jh2j  0.
(II) For jh1j fi 0, jh2j  0 (or equivalently jh1j  0,
jh2j fi 0) an antiferroelectric phase denotedC and rep-
resented by acircularly polarized wavewith the period
2pyk is stabilized. In the uniaxial chiral symmetry group
GC  `122 sD`d of this structure, the continuous trans-
lations tz are broken as well as the continuous rotation
Ru. By contrast, all the helical combinationstuykRu re-
main symmetry elements of the state. (III) Forjh1j

2 
jh2j

2, one obtains the phaseR with a biaxial achiral sym-
metry groupGR  mma sD2hd and alinearly polarized
wavestructure. (IV) The intermediate phase EL, charac
terized byjh1j fi jh2j, corresponds to thegeneral trans-
verse wave with elliptic polarizationand biaxial chiral
symmetry groupGEL  2122 sD2d (see Fig. 1).

Let us note that the vector wave condensation induc
as a secondary OP the condensation of the scalar den
waver  jCjeis2kz1ad 1 c.c. with the wavelength equal
to the half-period of the vector wave. The correspondin
coupling free energy has the formFcoupl  gfjh1j 3

jh2j jCj cossw1 2 w2 2 adg and induces smectic order
in the phases with linearsRd and elliptic (EL) vector
wave polarization. However, in the phaseC with circular
polarization the coupling energy vanishes and the structu
does not become smectic. This fact shows that these n
mesophases can beperiodicbut, however,not smecticand
illustrates the difference with conventional liquid crystals
A typical phase diagram presenting stability regions for a
the phases is shown in Fig. 2. In this simplest diagra
the isotropic liquid is separated from theC phase by a
line of second-order phase transformation. The transitio
betweenL andR phases changes its order from second t

FIG. 2. Phase diagram associated with the free energy Eq. (
941
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first at a tricritical pointPtrc. The stability region of the
elliptic phase EL is limited by lines of second-order phas
transitions into the phasesC andR. All three phases merge
at a so-called Landau pointO [16].

Before we present a detailed description of the stru
tures involved in the phase diagram we first point o
that for an isotropic liquid formed by achiral molecule
the axial vector wave (e.g., a wave of molecular tilt wit
respect to the wave vector direction) and the polar ve
tor wave span the same representation of the symme
group. This fundamental property has several importa
physical consequences: (i) The free energy of the syste
the type, and the symmetry of the phases remain exac
the same if we replace the polar vector wavePszd defined
in (1) by the axial vector waveAszd  ẽxfax cosskz 1

w̃xdg 1 ẽyfay cosskz 1 w̃ydg, where ẽx and ẽy are the
unit axial vectors. The OP of this wave is defined b
j1  axeiw̃x 2 iayeiw̃y andj2  2axe2iw̃x 1 iaye2iw̃y .
(ii) From the thermodynamical point of view the stron
coupling between two waves is expressed by the bili
ear term in the free energyFPA  dsh1j

p
1 2 h2j

p
2 1

h
p
1j1 2 h

p
2j2d, whered is a phenomenological coupling

constant. Consequently, the condensation of the tilt wa
necessarily induces the polarization wave, and vice ver

The phenomenological description and molecular sym
metry permit us to model the distribution of molecules i
each phase. Banana-shaped molecules ofC2y symmetry
possess a permanent dipolar momentp0. Its local average
value has the meaning of the polar vectorP. By contrast,
the axial vectorA cannot be attributed to a single molecul
and characterizes a property of the molecular orientati
distribution function. In theC phase the vectorA has a
simple geometrical meaning. It can be presented as a
of molecules with respect to the local plane formed by th
polarization vectorP and the wave vector (Fig. 3). The
molecular distribution in theC phase can be understood
then as a spiral formed by the banana-shaped molecu
tilted to the constant angleb out of the localsP, kd plane
ms:
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FIG. 3. Local structure of the antiferroelectric phaseC with
circular wave polarization (a) in a plane perpendicular to t
wave vector; (b) relation between the molecular plane tilt,
polarizationP, and the wave vectork.

(Fig. 3). In theR phase the axial vectorA has no so
simple image as it is the case in theC phase. Neverthe-
less, the smectic character of the linear phaseR permits its
presentation in a simplified way in the region far from th
transition from the liquid state. When the smectic laye
are well pronounced the structure can be represented
simple bilayer antiferroelectric phase. A similar structu
was proposed by Takezoe and Watanabe [17] to inter
the dielectric and optical properties of the bent achiral tw
dimers. In the elliptic phase EL the structure combines
features of theC andR phases.

In order to study the spatial variation of the ord
parameter along the wave vector direction we have
consider in addition to (2) the inhomogeneous part of
free energy which contains in the simplest case three ter
urate and
Finh  lfh1s≠hp
1y≠zd 2 hp

1s≠h1y≠zd 2 h2s≠hp
2y≠zd 1 hp

2s≠h2y≠zdg
1 gfs≠h1y≠zd s≠hp

1y≠zd 1 s≠h2y≠zd s≠hp
2y≠zdg 1 kfh1hp

2s≠hp
1y≠zd s≠h2y≠zd 1 h2hp

1s≠hp
2y≠zd s≠h1y≠zdg .

The addition of the gradient terms leads to the trivial consequences in the phasesC and R. Their structures
remain homogeneous but their actual wave vectors become temperature dependent:k ! k 1 qsT d. By contrast, the
homogeneous EL phase is unstable with respect to the spatial modulation. Its structure becomes incommens
can be presented by the following wave:

Pszd  exhpx cosfsk 1 q1dzg 1 py cosfsk 2 q2dzgj 1 eyh2px sinfsk 1 q1dzg 1 py sinfsk 2 q2dzgj .
-
te
4-
The corresponding point symmetry decreases fromD2
to C2 and allowsa priori nonzero polarization and ax-
ial vector. However, due to the chiral symmetry of th
phase it should be helically wound in the direction pe
pendicular to the twofold axis and to the wave vector a
s
r-
d

cancel the resulting polarization. This can lead to a TGB
like state formation mentioned as a possible candida
for the low-temperature phase in 1,3,-phenylenebis[4-(
n-alkyloxyphenyl-iminomethyl)benzoates]sP-n-O-PIMBd
[11] on the basis of the x-ray diffraction data.
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FIG. 4. The calculated electric field–temperature phase d
gram. The case ofb1 . 0 (C-phase stable in zero field) is
considered.

We studied the behavior of the antiferroelectri
mesophases under an external electric field perpendicu
to the wave vector of the structure. For this purpose w
added to the free energy (2) the termFEP  E2jh1j jh2j 3

cossw1 1 w2d which is responsible on the coupling o
the antiferroelectric OP with the field. The calculate
temperature-field diagram is conditioned by the value
the b1 constant in the free energy expansion (2). F
positive b1 the stateC is stabilized forT , Tc in zero
field. Small field application induces elliptic distortion o
the circular waveC structure, the long elliptic axis being
oriented along the applied field. The point symmetry
the state changes fromD` to theC2 group of the incom-
mensurate elliptic phase EL. Such symmetry breaking c
be checked experimentally using the second harmo
generation (SHG) technique. In zero field theD` sym-
metry class gives a zero SHG tensord̂ijk  0; after field
application the componentsdzxx , dzyy , dzzz, and dxyz

become nonzero according toC2 symmetry [18]. Similar
behavior has been observed in the high-temperature
tiferroelectric phase of achiral P-n-O-PIMB [19]. In the
strong field the system can respond in two different way
The elliptically distortedC phase undergoes for the finite
field value a transition to the ferroelectric state and th
transition can be either second order in the very vicinity
Tc, or first-order transformation with a typical double-loo
hysteresis curve. The corresponding calculatedT -E phase
diagram is presented in Fig. 4. The final ferroelectr
state stable in the region of high fields has a linearly p
larized wave structure (similar to that of theR phase) but
with nonzero macroscopic polarization averaged over t
ia-
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period of the phase. The plane of the wave polarizatio
of the structure is parallel to the applied field and the sym
metry of the state becomesC2y .

In summary, we have developed a phenomenologic
theory of the direct phase transition from the isotropic liq
uid of achiral molecules to the periodic antiferroelectric
mesophase. The proposed mechanism involves asinglein-
stability associated with a four-dimensional order param
ter and leads to three ordered states with the structures
the condensed vector wave being polarized linearly, circ
larly, or elliptically. These phases have no analog amon
the known mesophases. Their structures and their respo
to an external electric field make of them likely candidate
for the antiferroelectric phases in liquid crystals of banana
shaped molecules.
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